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, ABSTRACT 
This article discusses language planning in the

People's Republic of. Chifla, and opens by commenting on the difficulty
in observing thé language planning process in China, particularly in 
thé area of decision-making. A brief history of language planning is 
provided: Following the establishment of the People's Republic in
1949, a shift took place from interest.in the alphabetic writing of. 
Chinese, including a separate writing of the maindialects, to the
 simplification of characters and the promotion of a standard 
language.: The . newly devised' pinyin systel of ;traáscription was 
relegated to a secondary role. Important events that made for this

 shift are reviewed, including the establishment of the Bureau for the 
Promotion of Standard Language, and the government Committee for 
Research iv Chinese Writing Reform. The history of the promotion of 
the standard language is examined, along with information concerning
language planning; including publications, that was once available. 
"Current available information concerning the implementation of 
various aspects of the language" reforms' is mentioned: 'The article 
concludes with remarks on the contact of foreign linguists, 
particularly Americans, with,Chinese linguists and language planners.
(CLK) 
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Language Planning in China
By JOHN DeFRANCIS

The attempt te obsserve lanNage planning in the • 
People's Républic of China is hampéred by the . •
dearth of Otlished material in this area and by the 
difficultypf establishing contact with concerned in-

dividuals and organizations, the biggest unknown
is the decision-making process. After the establish-
ment of the People's Republic in October 1949 it
sooh became evident that a fundamental shift had 
taken place. 'the strong interest displayed in the, 
thirties and forties for a reform emphasizing al-
'phabetic writing of Chinese, including the separate 
viriting of the main dialects gave way after 1949 to a 
program that placed the greatest stress on simplifi-

• cation of the characters and promotion of a .stan- • 
dard language white relegating a, newiy.devised 
transcription: thepInyin system, to a secondary role
in support of.the traditional characters. 

The rationale for ttlis &tinge and the inechanisrh 
by which it Was brought about are only dimly ap- ' 
preciated. Before 1949 here were many private or-

 ganizations,. some of whieti received support kohl
lhe Yenan government, that engaged in activities in 
the generalarea of language and script   reform. 
Many of these organizations died' out during the 
course of the war against Japan and the civil war 

that followed it. After 1949 several of the 'organize-
lions viere re,activated and a number of individuals 

• who hadyreviousfy been prominentin promotio,n of 
Latinizbd writing resumed their publishing activities 
in these areas. In October 1949, Wu Yü-chang, a •
veteran of the tatinized writing movement, headed 
up a broadlY!based unofficial organization' devóted 
to'stuciying v,arious aspects of writing;form — the . 
Chinese Writin ReformAssodation.

appears, however: that the Ministry.of Educa-
tion ha,d already come to decision to give primary 

 emphasis to simplification of characters and.prbmd-
 of the Standard language. To this end, it,estab--

 lished a Bureau for the Promotion of the Standard 
Language. In December, 1951 the government es-
tablished 'a Committee • for Research on: Chinese
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Writing Rpforrri. The groups that had been reach-
ated to promote Latinized, writing, inCiúding. the. 
separate writing of the various Chinese "dialects,
went out of existence.and its members came out in 

 support of the new official policy;These included
u YO-chang, who beome vice-chairman of the 
Committee for Research Chinese Reform, Kuo Mo-
.jo, a vice-premier who was also head of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, 14i Hai-shu. To Mu. Ts'ao 
Po-han, and menjr others. 

In 1954 the Cómrnittea, along with the Ministry of
Education, jointly published a Draft Plan for Sim-
plificatibn. After nationwide discussion of the Plan

major conference on Chinese Writing Reform was
called in October, '1955. An amended plan for elm-
lification of the Chinese characters was approved,
passed on to the State Council, and finally pro-
mulgated in January 1956.
Dialects versus standard language 

Ir the area of promotion of the standard lan-
guage, the Chinese Academy of Sciences spon-
sored a week-long Technical Conference on Prob-
lems of theStandardization of Modern Chinese in •
October, 1955. Although in previous years this sub-
ject was sure to evoke a good deal of shall, discus-
sion about the problems of dialects versus standard
language, there was no echo of this in the 1955
conferences, which saw even previous,supporters
of separate dialect romenizations fall ihwith that new

line. The Chinpse Academy 6f Science appears to
have continue to contribute toward standardize-d
tion through such units as its Linguistic Research
Unit, Bureau of Compilation and Translation, and
Committee on Translation and Publications, but lit-
tle is known of the precise history or workings of
these groups.

The task of developing a new transcription   sys-
tem was turned.over by the government to a commit-
tee of experts.who included representatives    of vari-

ous schools, such as the old Latinization (Wu
Yu-chang and Ni Hai-,chu) and National Language
Romanization (to.Chang-pei and Li Chin-hsi). The
first draft was published February   1956, submitted



to the people for their reactions, and subsequently 
revised. The revised pinyin scheme,received official 
approver from the National People's Congress in • 
February, 1958.. 

Information about the various activities in the 
generalarea of language •planning wasdissémi-

nated in official pronouncements and reports andin 
semi-official publications and by individual writers 
such as those already mentioned. To these may be 
added the names of Chou Yu-kuang, Cheng Hsin-
lin., Wang Li and Lü Shu-hsiang. Some material of a • 
more scholarly nature was available in Zhongguo
Yuwen (Chinese Language and Literature) before it. 
suspended publication et the time of the Cultural 
Revolution. lt has not resumed publication and little 
information, scholarly or otherwise, has been avail-
able for a decadeor more. In May 1974, however, the
'newspaperGuangming Ribao began to devote a full 
page on the 10th and 25th of each month to prob-
lems chiefly in the area of promoting the simplified 
characters and the standard language. It appears 
that many little groups have been organized in edu-
cational institutions, communes, and obier organi-
zations to consider concrete implementation of one 

or another aspect of the reforms that have taken, 
 place, but there is no clear indication of centralized 
or carefully organizedplanning. With the meagé‘ 
literature that has become available there ate tan-
talizing passages that denounce Liu Shao-ch'f.as 
retarding the use of pinyin and that seem to suggest 
that the last word has not yet been pronounced on 
the fate of the transcription and the general direc-
tion of language planning. The material needs care-
fulstudy to detetmine the direction that such plan-

ning is taking and to keep abreast ofthemany new 
names that are beginning to figure in discussion of 
the matter. 

A number of linguists from the United States and
other countries havevisited China in recent years 
and have obtained    some additional information 
abolit developments in the area of linguistics and 
language planning. The observations of the Ameri-
can Linguistics Delegation, which met with mem-
bers .of the Comirtittee for Language Reform in the 
course of its visit to the People's Republic of China 
in the Fall of 1974, will be available in se report 
scheduled for publication bythe University of Texas 
in late 1975. This volume is entitledLanguage and 
Linguistics in the PRC. 
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Readers Invited to Contribute: The editor invites readers 
to send in news which they would like to share with in-
terested language planning practitioners ana scholars.
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